
t h e  u l t i m a t e  c h e c k l i s t

Plant Shopping Like A Pro Before you leave your home 

This is the planning stage. Look around your house and decide where you’ll 

place your new plants. Will it be by a window? Is there direct sunlight? Is it 

a darker spot? Perhaps in a room with high humidity? All the conditions will 

help you find a plant that will feel most at home in its new spot.

Do you want a large oversize plant to put in the corner? Or maybe a plant 

to add some color to a shelf? Or my favorite, maybe you’d like to hang it 

from a hanging planter? While this might take out some of the spontaneity 

from plant shopping, it’s very helpful, especially if you’re a beginner. You 

can jot this information down to share with a nursery employee or check 

online that the plant you choose is “the one”.

In the nursery
You’ll want to check that your plant is healthy (I’ll help you with that in the 

checklist) and that it will thrive in the conditions it will have in your home. 

You can use Google or ask an employee, and now that you know where 

you’ll place it, it should be much easier.   

Bringing it home      

The best part. Like most living things, plants don’t like moving. You’ll want 

to ease it into its new surroundings by minimizing the amount of change 

you introduce. This means that you should leave it in the original pot for at 

least two weeks, and keep it in one place resisting the urge to constantly 

move it. Your plant is already in a state of shock and using all it’s energy 

to get used to the new space, so it’s important to not overwhelm it. If the 

plant is losing leaves - don’t freak out that’s completely normal,  it’s part 

of the adjusting process. If you freak out and start watering it or moving it 

around it might die, and you’ll just take it out on yourself when honestly all 

it needed was just a little more time.

So you want to buy a new plant...
Buying new plants is one of my favorite things to do, but it can also be 

overwhelming. You leave your house knowing you want a plant, and come 

back home with a dozen new plant buddies that you have no idea what 

you’ll do with. 

I know because I’ve been there! I came up with a system to help you stay 

laser-focused to help you find the perfect plant (or plants, no judgment) 

that will thrive in your home.

To make things easier, I split it up into three stages;  Before you leave your 

house, in the nursery, and bringing your plant back home. 
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P l a n t  S h o p p i n g  C h e c k l i s t

AT THE NURSERY BACK AT HOME

c Check your plant from all angles. 

Plants to steer away from: 

Soggy wet soil

Soil so dry it pulls away from the pot

Bugs under the leaves or in the soil

Soft, droopy leaves.

Yellow leaves or crisp brown ones (1-2 are ok 

but definitely not more)

c Choose perky plants with bright 

happy leaves.

c Take a photo or write down the plant’s name 

so you can research its care instructions.

c If you can, consult with an employee and 

get some tips. 

c Where do you want to put your new plant?

c Write down the light situation in the spot       

you chose (direct sunlight / bright indirect light / 

low light). 

c How busy are you? Do you need a    

low-maintenance plant?

c Do you have harsh air conditioning or very     

strong heating?

c Do you want a large or smaller plant? 

c What’s your style? Which plants speak to you? 

(Modern, midwestern, boho etc). 

c Leave your plant in its original pot for at 

least two weeks (you can place the nursery pot 

in a pretty catch pot if you like).

c Don’t move your plant for two weeks. Let it 

adjust to its new home (unless you put it in the 

wrong lighting conditions, like in bright direct 

light. Then you can move it).

c Only water your plant when the soil is 

completely dry, it was watered recently at in 

the nursery.

c Don’t freak out and do all the things if it’s 

losing some leaves! Leaf loss is completely 

normal for an adjusting plant, just give it time.

BEFORE YOU LEAVE


